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Congratulations to Annie, winner of The Red Kites (infant 
class) Tallest Sunflower Competition. Annie’s Sunflower 
reached the dizzy height of 223cm.

Annie is celebrating her win by enjoying a hot chocolate 
from her prize, a cheery sunflower mug! 

This week the ‘Red Kites’ went on a 
‘School Trip’ to the allotments. We 
wheeled a barrow of pumpkins down 
there and met Nick Irving who has 
been growing a big Whopper!

Our challenge? If Nick’s Pumpkin is 
bigger than our biggest, he becomes 
the proud winner of a Terry’s choco-
late orange and first rosette. We size 
up! The results are in, it’s a tense mo-
ment and Nick clenches the Prize! 

The children ask Nick to share his 
growing tips for next year! We notice 
his nifty built-in watering system.  

Nick shares his biggest secret to 
growing success. This happens to be 
the variety of Pumpkin seeds he has 
sown. Will Nick’s secret stay safe with 
twenty two reception children? 

  . . . maybe, but not guaranteed! 

Red Kites (infant 
class) awarding 
first prize to Nick 
at the allotment. 
His big pumpkin 
is ‘even bigger 
than ours!’ 

The big Whopper!

Annie’s sunflower towers above her and 
measures a winning 223cm!



Green Club
Activities This year our new members doing 

Virtual Green Club during lockdown 
were given their own apron with the 
Green Club logo and a goodie bag.

This beautiful logo was designed 
for us by locally-based designer, 
Rebecca Södergren. Rebecca came 
up with a logo to reflect what the 
Green Clubbers are keen to action: 
attracting more wild life into the school 
garden and allotment and learning 
more about gardening throughout the 
seasons. We have used it on our let-
terhead and on the cover of our new 
guide ‘Sowing Seeds’, which was 
written for us by Barbara McNaught.

Green Clubbers also like to climb 
trees and find apples with faces . . .

Red Kites, Annabelle and Charlotte, 
who are in the reception class, making 
their acquaintance with Harry O’Hay, the 
school scarecrow! Red Kites will be able 
to join the Green Club as they move up 
the School . . . 

Green Club members trying 
out their tree-climbing skills . . .

A rainbow of produce from the allotment Calendula petals can be eaten in salads . . . Lola and Indie with ‘found’ apple faces from the school Bramley tree . . .
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Green Club
Apple Pie-Making

Green Clubbers also approach their apple pie-
making with precision and, most importantly, 
enjoy the end result!

We had fun making pies and are keen to make 
our own apple juice next year, so if anyone has 
experience of apple juicing, please let us know. 

The school Bramley Apple Tree 
crop was abundant this year. 

Fred precisely trimming his pastry edgesCarefully lining the dishes with pastry . . .
 . . . and Finlay with his home-cooked pie!

Lola and her freshly-baked apple pie

A ‘perfection’ of pies . . .


